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Molecular dynamics simulations of hydrated unsaturated lipid bilayers in the liquid-crystal phase
and comparison to self-consistent field modeling
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Molecular dynamics simulations, using the collision dynamics method, were carried out for hydrated bilay-
ers of 1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (18:0/18:1v9cis PC, SOPC! and 1-stearoyl-2-
docosahexaenoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (18:0/22:6v3cis PC, SDPC!. The simulation cells of the
two bilayers consisted of 96 SOPC~or SDPC! molecules and 2304 water molecules: 48 lipid molecules per
layer and 24 H2O molecules per lipid. The water was modeled by explicit TIP3P water molecules. The CuH
bond-order-parameter2SCH profiles of the hydrocarbon tails, the bond orientation distribution functions and
the root-mean-square values of the positional fluctuations of the lipid chain carbons were calculated. Simula-
tion results are compared to the available experimental data and to other computer investigations of these lipid
molecules. Several results of molecular-level self-consistent field calculations of these bilayers are also pre-
sented. Both theoretical methods reveal the same main characteristic features of the order-parameter profiles
for the given bilayers. Some aspects of the physical properties of unsaturated lipids and their biological
significance are discussed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.011909 PACS number~s!: 87.16.Dg, 87.14.Cc, 81.16.Dn, 31.15.Qg
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I. INTRODUCTION

A large number of cellular processes is associated w
biological membranes@1#. Membranes are constructed of b
layers of lipid molecules, they include in addition an array
proteins and other molecular components. Lipids are
chemically diverse group of compounds; they play an imp
tant role in cell structure and function. Lipids may contain
wide variety of hydrocarbon~for the most part, unbranched!
chains of fatty acids; the most commonly occurring cha
have 12–24 carbons. These chains may contain one or m
~up to six! carbon-carbon double bonds~as a rule, of thecis
configuration! in different positions. In most monounsa
urated fatty acid chains, the double bond is between the n
and tenth carbons~the first one being the carbonyl grou
carbon!. The double bonds of polyunsaturated chains are
a rule, separated by a methylene group, i.e., the double b
are methylene interrupted. Below we will use the notat
N:kv j for the fatty acid chain structure, whereN refers to
the total number of carbon atoms in the chain,k is the num-
ber of ~methylene-interrupted! double bonds andj denotes
the number of carbons between the CH3 group of the chain
and the nearest double bond.

Biological membranes are complex in lipid compositio
they demonstrate a relatively high degree of heterogenei
typical membrane contains many species of lipid molecu
with different head groups and hydrocarbon tails@1# and, in
most cases, at least half of the fatty acyl chains are unsa
ated. The physical characteristics of unsaturated lipids
the central issues in the present work. Some animal and p
species, tissues, or organs may be cited which contain m
1063-651X/2003/67~1!/011909~14!/$20.00 67 0119
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branes with one or several unsaturated lipid chains as t
main component. Monounsaturated fatty acid chains are
main component in some bacterial membranes@2#; linolenic
acid (18:3v3cis) chain is the major acyl constituent of lip
ids of higher plant chloroplasts@3,4#; docosahexaenoic aci
(22:6v3cis) chain is important in maintaining the norma
structure and function of the retina@5,6#, and 22:6v3cis
makes up about half of the total fatty acids of vertebrate
outer segment phospholipids, e.g., 35 to 60% of the fa
acids of phosphatidylethanolamine~PE! and phosphati-
dylserine~PS! in the photoreceptor outer segments in fro
and humans. A high content ofv3 highly unsaturated fatty
acids, especially 22:6v3cis, is a feature of the central ner
vous system@7,8#. The chains of 20:4v6cis, 22:5v3cis,
and 22:6v3cis are efficiently taken up and actively ester
fied into the lipids of mammalian brain@9,10#. Docosa-
hexaenoic acid chain comprises approximately one-third
the fatty acid content of PE and PS in the cerebral cortex
humans, monkeys, and rats@8#. 22:6v3cis-containing phos-
pholipid species are constituents of spermatozoa@11#. It has
been observed that membranes that are active metabolic
as in rod outer segments, mitochondria, sperm, and syna
vesicles, have high levels of polyunsaturated fatty a
chains. It has been found as well that the content
22:6v3cis in both marine and freshwater fish is closely co
related with the level of fish species mobility@12#: the con-
tent is highest in highly active species.

There is an extensive literature about the fatty acid ch
composition in relation to the roles of thecis double bonds in
membranes@3,5,7,8,13–22#. Even though possible mecha
nisms of the effects of unsaturated fatty acid chains on
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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membrane structure and dynamics can now be formula
and much is known about the effects of lipid unsaturation
the physical properties of membranes, a full understandin
these processes at the molecular level is not yet achie
Further experimental and theoretical investigations of
properties of various lipids, lipid monolayers, bilayers a
other membrane systems are needed to provide additi
information. Nuclear magnetic resonance@22–26#, x-ray and
neutron diffraction@26,27#, fluorescence measurements@28–
30#, differential scanning calorimetry@31,32#, micropipette
pressurization@33# and other experimental techniques a
modern tools to investigate different properties of hydroc
bon chains of unsaturated phospholipid bilayers.

A powerful and a subtle tool for studying different lipi
molecules and lipid membrane systems is computer sim
tions of their realistic models. Molecular dynamics~MD!,
Monte Carlo, Langevin dynamics, Brownian dynamics me
ods are used~for recent reviews, see Refs.@34–37#!. A com-
puter simulation gives access to unprecedented detailed
formation on membrane systems, especially on
nanosecond time scale. As yet most simulations have b
performed for saturated lipid systems, and comparativ
few MD simulations have been carried out on unsatura
lipid systems. The objective of simulations is to obtain
molecular level understanding of structural as well as
namical properties. Simulations on unsaturated lipids co
prise 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine
(16:0/18:1v9cis PC! bilayer-water system @38–40#,
1-palmitoyl-2-elaidoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine
(16:0/18:1v9trans PC! bilayer-water system@40#, glycerol
1-monooleate (18:1v9cis G! bilayer-water @41#, dio-
leoylphosphatidylethanolamine (18:1v9cis/18:1v9cis PE!
bilayer-water @42# and dioleoylphosphatidylcholine
(18:1v9cis/18:1v9cis PC! bilayer-water systems@39,42–
44#, monolayers of diacylglycerolipids~DGs! that contained
stearoyl~18:0! in the positionsn-1 and oleoyl (18:1v9cis),
linoleoyl (18:2v6cis), linolenoyl (18:3v3cis)
@45–49# or arachidonoyl (20:4v6cis) and docosahexaenoy
(22:6v3cis) @47–51# in the positionsn-2, bilayers of the
five above mentioned unsaturated DGs (18:0/18:1v9cis
DG, 18:0/18:2v6cis DG, 18:0/18:3v3cis
DG, 18:0/20:4v6cis DG, 18:0/22:6v3cis DG! @52#,
1-palmitoyl-2- linoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine
~16:0/18:2 v6cis PC! bilayer-water system @53–55#
and 1-stearoyl-2-docosahexaenoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphati-
dylcholine (18:0/22:6v3cis PC! bilayer-water system
@52,56#.

Moreover, computer simulations of three unsaturated
ids in a membrane environment: 16:0/18:1v9cis PC, 1-
palmitoyl-2-elaidoyl-sn-glycero-3-PC (16:0/18:1v9trans
PC! and 1-palmitoyl-2-isolinoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-PC
(16:0/18:2v9cis PC! have been carried out using Langev
dynamics~and a mean field! @57#.

A Monte Carlo dynamics method@58# on a lattice was
applied in a study of the effects of double bonds on
properties of lattice chains arranged in a monolayer
grafted on an impenetrable interface. The method was u
in a study of model lattice bilayers of 16:0/18:1v9cis PC
@59# and 18:1v9cis/18:1v9cis PC @59,60#.
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Furthermore, efforts are underway to calculate the pr
erties of isolated unsaturated chains. Monte Carlo dynam
study of hydrocarbon chains~on a lattice! consisting 18 seg-
ments and containingcis double bonds@61,62#, of isolated
18-carbon monounsaturated chains withcis or trans double
bonds@63# were reported. Brownian dynamics simulations
isolated linear chains of 18 carbons, with one, two, three~cis
andtrans! double bonds were performed@62#. MD studies of
isolated polyunsaturated 22:6v3cis chain @64#, and
18:1v9cis, 18:2v6cis, and 20:4v6cis chains@65# were
carried out.

A continuum Monte Carlo~MC! model @66,67# was used
in a study of various properties of many isolated unbranc
lipid hydrocarbon chains with 1–6 double bonds mainly
the cis and also in thetrans configuration. Both the mean
end-to-end distances and the temperature coefficients o
mean-square end-to-end distances@68–70# of the unsatur-
ated chains were calculated. The most extended~‘‘crystal’’ !
conformation @69,71,72# of the polyunsaturated chain ha
been considered. The equilibrium flexibility characterist
for hydrocarbon chains with methylene-interrupted@71–73#
and non-methylene-interrupted@73,74# double bonds, the
equilibrium shape@70,75,76# and some intramolecular bond
ordering characteristics@77–80# of unsaturated fatty acid
chains were investigated by this MC method.

A molecular mechanics modeling approach was used
study conformational and packing properties of 22:6v3cis
chain@81#. The same method is used to investigate the eff
of acyl chain unsaturation on both the conformation of mo
diacylglycerols~G! 18:0/18:1v9cis G, 18:0/18:2v6cis G,
18:0/18:3v3cis G, 18:0/20:3v9cis G, 18:0/20:4v6cis G,
and 18:0/22:6v3cis G @82# and their packing in dense
monolayers@83#. A molecular mechanics study of sever
structures of 16:0/18:1v9cis PC @84# and 16:0/18:2v6cis
PC @85# molecules were performed.

A mean-field theory is yet another way to study me
brane systems: the conformational properties of a single l
molecule are the subject of the calculations in the mean-fi
approach, and the averaged influence of the neighboring l
molecules on the probe molecule is considered. The stat
cal weight of a given conformation of a single lipid molecu
is determined by weighting it by the Boltzmann factor whi
features the external potential field felt by this conformatio
This procedure is repeated for all possible conformations
the lipid molecule and the potential fields are chosen s
that they represent the other lipid molecules in the syst
This approach, known as a self-consistent field~SCF! theory,
makes it possible to investigate different systems and p
nomena, e.g., model bilayer membranes~formed by lecithin-
like molecules! @86#, lipid vesicles@87#, lipid bilayer mem-
brane gel to liquid phase transition@88#, inhomogeneous
membrane systems@89#, micellar size and shape@90#, etc.
Typically the SCF equations are mapped on a grid and so
numerically up to high precision. A mean-field theory w
also applied to calculate the conformational properties of
unsaturated hydrocarbon chains in the hydrophobic core
18:1v9cis/18:1v9cis PC and 16:0/18:1v9cis PC lipid bi-
layers @91#. The mean-field approach was used in t
above-mentioned work @57# for the investigation
9-2
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of 16:0/18:1v9cis PC, 16:0/18:1v9trans PC, and
16:0/18:2v9cis PC molecules in a membrane environme

It is important to mention some findings for the propert
of unsaturated chains obtained by previous theoretical in
tigations. An increase in the number of methylen
interruptedcis double bonds to the maximum possible nu
ber in isolated linear hydrocarbon chain, resulted in a sh
decline of the absolute magnitudes of the chain tempera
coefficient ud ln^h0

2&/dTu @68,69#. Here ^h0
2& is the mean-

square end-to-end distance of the chain, andT is the tem-
perature. It is expected that this property ofcis-
polyunsaturated lipid chains is exploited in biologic
systems. In particular, it is speculated that these lipids p
vide a suitable interaction with embedded enzymes. Inde
it was found from experiment that the hexaenoic species
aminophospholipids were preferentially associated with p
teins in neural membranes~see, e.g., Ref.@92#!. It has been
proposed that polyunsaturated aminophospholipids suc
22:6-PS or 20:4-PE may exert a regulatory role for ma
cellular processes; this has been confirmed, e.g., for PS
opiate receptor binding@92,93#. Such a general idea abou
specific lipid surroundings of embedded enzymes, which
significantly enriched with polyunsaturated acyls, has gr
biological significance. The theoretical predictions of lo
values of the temperature coefficient of the end-to-end
tance for the polyunsaturated chain as compared to tha
saturated chains@68# allowed us to give a more concret
‘‘temperature,’’ explanation of the regulatory role of polyu
saturated chains. Indeed, the hypothesis was advanced@68#
that one of the possible roles of 22:6v3cis and a number of
other polyunsaturated chains is to thermostabilize the l
surroundings~‘‘lipid jacket’’ @68#! of enzymes embedded i
the biological membrane. This insulation can promote
maintain the active conformation of such enzymes in va
able conditions. Incorporating of 22:6v3cis acyls into the
membrane~or redistribution of it within the membrane! may
be one of the ways the cell reacts to any change in temp
ture @68#.

Other theoretical investigations showed additional phy
cal properties of polyunsaturated chains. It was proven
~i! polyunsaturated chains~such as 22:6v3cis) are charac-
terized by the highest equilibrium flexibility~the measure of
the equilibrium flexibility was^h0&/L @71–74#, where^h0&
is mean end-to-end distance andL is the contour length of
the chain!, ~ii ! the above-mentioned size temperature se
tivity coefficientd ln^h0

2&/dT of the polyunsaturated molecul
is ten times lower than that of a saturated chain@68–72#, ~iii !
the polyunsaturated chain assumes with a high probab
the extended, the ‘‘angle iron-shaped,’’ conformation~ex-
perimentally detected in Ref.@94#! when all the chains~satu-
rated and polyunsaturated! are efficiently packed below th
phase-transition temperatures@69,71,72,81#. As a result, a
clearer formulation of the possible functions of polyunsa
rated chains for embedded enzymes was offered@71,72,74#.
To summarize briefly, polyunsaturated boundary lipids se
to provide the proper conditions of the proteins for th
optimal functioning at different temperatures. At the sa
time the possible role of monounsaturated and diunsatur
chains is assumed to maintain the membrane fluidity le
01190
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~for a review, see Ref.@21#!. Additional characteristics of
polyunsaturated chains were calculated in Refs.@64,65#. The
kinetic flexibility ~its measure was the frequency of confo
mational transitions in the torsion angles in the chains! of
docosahexaene 22:6v3cis @64# and arachidonic 20:4v6cis
fatty acid @65# was shown by MD simulations to be highe
than that for the saturated chains, similar to the equilibri
flexibility @71–74#.

More recently the theoretical predictions listed abo
were substantiated by experimental data. For exampl2

H

nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! works @23,25# suggested
a more flexible 22:6v3cis chain structure, to be contraste
to older 2H NMR work @97# for 16:0/18:2v9cis PC where
a relatively rigid structure near the double bonds was
ported.2H NMR spectroscopy was used in Ref.@23# to deter-
mine some properties for a series of PC molecules with 1
chain in position sn-1 and 18:1v9cis, 18:2v6cis,
18:3v3cis, 20:4v6cis, 20:5v3cis, or 22:6v3cis chain
in positionsn-2, and it was found that in highly unsaturate
PCs~three or more double bonds insn-2! the chain length of
18:0 was somewhat less sensitive to the temperature~see
also Refs.@24,25#!. From these experiments it was conclud
in Ref. @7# that ‘‘a polyunsaturated membrane may provi
optimal conditions for embedded proteins over a much wi
temperature range than saturated or monounsaturated m
branes.’’ The sense of this conclusion coincides with tho
formulated in our ~above-mentioned! works
@21,68,71,72,74#. These concepts are also found in Ref.@98#
in which heterotrophic microorganisms were investigated

Also the high chain compressibility for 22:6v3cis indi-
cated by2H NMR and x-ray diffraction study@26# is consis-
tent with our theoretical predictions about high equilibriu
and kinetic flexibilities of 22:6v3cis @21,64,71–74#.

Further computer simulations@77–80# and calculations of
intramolecular bond-order characteristics in polyunsatura
chains allowed to establish other distinguishing features
particular the high orientation fluctuations of CuH bonds of
CH2 group located between thecis double bonds have bee
identified ~‘‘the broadening effect’’!.

All the reviewed lines of investigations have contribut
significantly to our understanding and further studies w
undoubtedly give again more insights. The combinations
complementary methods are potentially even more excit
Very few of such studies have been reported. In this pa
MD computer simulations, using the collision dynami
method, are applied to the investigation of hydrated bilay
of 18:0/18:1v9cis PC ~SOPC! and 18:0/22:6v3cis PC
~SDPC! in the liquid-crystal phase, and critically compare
to results of a molecular-level SCF calculation for the sa
bilayers. One reason to consider SCF calculations is that
technique is computationally many orders of magnitu
more efficient than simulations. As yet it remains uncle
how good or bad this approach works for these systems.
comparative analysis will solve this issue. Both methods
known to have their limitations. The MD simulations suff
from comparatively short lengths of the simulations or/a
small system sizes, huge CPU times and still inaccurate fo
field parameters. The SCF approach gives significantly
detailed information on the molecular system as not
9-3
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excluded-volume correlations are accounted for. Also, th
is significant uncertainty about the optimal values of the
teraction parameters. A combination or comparison of
methods allows us to remove, to some extent, the res
tions. One of the aims of this paper is to demonstrate
advantages of such an approach. In the following sec
~models and methods! one can find a detailed description
the molecular model of the lipids and bilayers, the force fi
and the parametrization in MD simulations. Then a sh
description of the SCF method is presented. The Results
tion contains both the data obtained on the order-param
profiles and the comparison with the available experime
NMR data, as well as the bond orientation distribution fun
tions, the root-mean-square~RMS! deviations of the lipid
atoms from their average positions. The physical proper
of unsaturated and polyunsaturated lipid tails are discus
in their biological context in the Discussion section.

II. MODELS AND METHODS

A. Molecular dynamics simulation

The main idea of MD simulations of a many-particle sy
tem is the solution of the Newton’s equations of motion fo
set of particles~atoms or molecules! that comprises the sys
tem. This procedure includes a model description of
atomic system, atom-atom interaction potentials, bound
conditions of the system, and an approximate step-by-
technique for solving the classical equations of motion.

The simulation cells of the two bilayers contained
SOPC~or SDPC! molecules and 2304 water molecules:
lipid molecules per layer and 24 H2O molecules per lipid.
Each lipid molecule contains a saturated~18:0! chain and an
unsaturated one~Fig. 1!. An initial ~highly ordered! configu-
ration of the lipids in 18:0/22:6v3cis PC bilayer is shown
in Fig. 2~a!. The water phase consisted of explicit TIP3
water @95# molecules. The H2O geometry@95# parameters,
the partial charges@95#, and the force constants@96# for H2O
are fixed. The total number of atoms in the cell was 20 3
for 18:0/18:1v9cis PC bilayer and 20 544 fo
18:0/22:6v3cis PC bilayer. Below we will not repeat thi
long notation and use a short version of it, i.e., 18:0/18:1
18:0/22:6, respectively.

The potential energyU of a bilayer was calculated as

U5Ub1Ua1Ut1Uoop1Uvdw1Ue , ~1!

whereUb is the bond-stretching energy,

Ub5( Kl~ l 2 l 0!2, ~2!

Ua is the angle-bending energy,

Ua5( KQ~Q2Q0!2, ~3!

Ut is the torsion energy,
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Ut5( Kw@11d cos~n0w!#, ~4!

Uoop is the out-of-plane energy~only for the double bonds
and the carbonyl groups!,

Uoop5( Kf@12cos~2f!#, ~5!

Uvdw is the van der Waals energy,

Uvdw5((ULJ~r i j !Wvdw~r i j !,

where

ULJ54« i j @~s i j /r i j !
122~s i j /r i j !

6# ~6!

andWvdw is the switching function,

FIG. 1. Chemical structure of 1-stearoyl-2-docosahexaen
sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (18:0/22:6v3cis PC, more
shortly 18:0/22:6 or SDPC!. The double bonds of the unsaturate
chain are located between carbon atoms 4 and 5, 7 and 8, 10
13 and 14, 16 and 17, and 19 and 20. The chem
structure of 1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine
(18:0/18:1v9cis PC, short hand 18:0/18:1, SOPC! has one double
bond of the unsaturated chain 18:1v9cis which is located between
carbon atoms 9 and 10. Atom centered partial point charges in e
tron units for the molecular dynamics simulations are presented
set @99# was used with consideration for the data of unsatura
lipid chains@43#. The boxes~dashed line ellipses! delineate neutral
groups. A space-filling model of SDPC is also shown.
9-4
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Wvdw~r i j !

55
1, r i j <Ron

~Ro f f
2 2r i j

2 !2~Ro f f
2 23Ron

2 12r i j
2 !

~Ro f f
2 2Ron

2 !3 , Ron,r i j ,Ro f f

0, r i j >Ro f f .

~7!

Ue is the electrostatic energy,

Ue5( ( @qiqj /~«r i j !#We~r i j !, ~8!

whereWe is the screening function,

We~r i j !5H ~12r i j /Re!
2, r i j <Re

0, r i j .Re .
~9!

In Eqs.~1!–~9! the following notations are used:l is the bond
length,Q is the bond angle,w is the torsion angle,f is the
out-of-plane angle,l 0 , Q0 are equilibrium values for the
bond lengths and angles;Kl , KQ , Kw , Kf are force con-
stants for the bonds, angles, dihedrals, and out-of-pl
angles, respectively;n0 is the dihedral multiplicity;r i j is the
distance between nonbonded atomsi and j; « i j , s i j are
Lennard-Jones parameters for the atom pairs,Ron , Ro f f are
switching parameters;qi , qj are the partial charges on atom
i, j, « is the dielectric constant,Re is the screening radius.

Structural parameters for lipid molecules~bond lengths,
angles, force constants! and torsion parameters were gene
ally chosen according to the set@96# ~which is close to the
parameter set of Ref.@99#! and the structural data of Refs
@100,101# were also taken into account. The partial charg
@99# ~in electron units! were used with consideration for th
data of unsaturated lipid chains@43#; the charges for 18:0
22:6 PC molecules are presented in Fig. 1,«51, the charges

FIG. 2. ~a! The initial configuration and~b! a typical snapshot
for the 18:0/22:6 PC-water bilayer cell in the molecular dynam
simulations. Thez axis (z is the vertical axis! is perpendicular to the
two monolayers.
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for water: on the oxygenq(OW)520.834, on the proton
q(HW)50.417. The parameters for nonbonded~van der
Waals! interactions were borrowed from Ref.@102#. The
mixing rules « i j 5(« i i « j j )

1/2, s i j 5(s i i 1s j j )/2 were used,
for parameters that are not explicitly given. The switchi
parametersRon50.9 nm, Ro f f50.105 nm, Re50.105 nm
are adopted.

Equations of motion were integrated by using the ‘‘velo
ity Verlet’’ algorithm @103,104#. The simulation time step
was 1 fs (10215 sec). The relatively novel collisional dy
namics @105# ~CD! method was used. In this method th
equations of motion~for N-P-T ensemble! are

dri ,a

dt
5v i ,a1xabp~Pa2Pa,re f!r i ,a , ~10!

mi

dv i ,a

dt
52

]U

]r i ,a
1(

k
f k,a

i d~ t2tk
i !, ~11!

wherei 51,2, . . . ,N; a5$x,y,z%; d(t) is Dirac’s delta;f k,a
i

and tk
i (k51, . . . ) areimpulse forces and accidental tim

moments of atom collisions with virtual bath particle
r i ,a ,v i ,a are the coordinates and velocities of atomi; bp ,xa
are parameters for the pressure relaxation;Pa,re f are refer-
ence values of pressure components.

The CD thermostat is implemented by stochastic co
sions with virtual particles of massm0 : fWk52@m0mi /(m0

1mi)#(vW 02vW i), v0,a are chosen from a Gaussian distrib
tion,

P~vW 0!5S m0

2pkBTre f
D 3/2

expS 2
m0vW o

2

2kBTre f
D , ~12!

T is instantaneous temperature of the system,Tre f is pre-
scribed~bath! temperature.

The collisions occur in accordance with a Poisson proc
specified by a single parameterl0 which is the mean numbe
of collisions that atomi suffers per unit time~‘‘collision
frequency’’!; l0510, m051 at. wt unit are chosen. All the
details of the CD method were described previously@105#.

Periodic boundary conditions in the three directio
(x,y,z) were used. The bilayer systems were coupled to
external temperature bath (Tre f5303 K) and pressure
Pa,re f . The simulation temperature of 303 K is higher th
the relevant experimental gel to liquid-crystal phas
transition temperaturesTc @23,31,106# for these PCs (Tc
5280 K for 18:0/18:1 PC andTc5269 K for 18:0/22:6 PC!.

The cross-sectional areas per molecule were fixed du
the first 400 ps of relaxation to 0.666 nm2 for 18:0/18:1 PC
and 0.716 nm2 for 18:0/22:6 PC, as in hydrated dispersio
of pure PCs at 303 K@24#; the z pressurePz,re f ~along the
bilayer normal! was set to 1 atm at this period~400 ps!. After
a 400-ps relaxation trajectory~the first step! both thez pres-
sure and the lateral pressures,Pa,re f , were assigned value
of 1 atm. Then another relaxation run of;200 ps was per-
formed ~the second step!, in which the cross-sectional area
per molecule in the two bilayers reduced from the abo
mentioned values of 0.666 and 0.716 nm2 to respectively
;0.620 and;0.695 nm2. After the second step was com

s
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RABINOVICH, RIPATTI, BALABAEV, AND LEERMAKERS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011909 ~2003!
pleted the MD production runs of 1018 ps were executed
the calculation of all the reported characteristics. Conse
tive configurations of the bilayers were sampled every 50
The mean cross-sectional area during the MD simulati
was equal to 0.6134 nm2 for 18:0/18:1 PC and to
0.6624 nm2 for 18:0/22:6 PC. Thus the simulation condition
resembled the liquid-crystalline phase of the bilayers beca
the simulated areas are close to those found in experim
i.e., for lamellar liquid-crystalline bilayers of 18:0/18:1 P
and 18:0/22:6 PC in excess water cross-sectional areas
molecule 0.614 nm2 and 0.692 nm2 were obtained in a com
bined analysis of x ray and2H NMR at T5303 K and 0 to 8
dyn/cm lateral pressure@26#.

A typical snapshot for 18:0/22:6 PC bilayer is given
Fig. 2~b!. With respect to Fig. 2~a! a considerable random
ization of the initially ordered structure has been realiz
This is reflected in many conformational fluctuations both
the tail-, in the head-group region, as well as the water ph
Results presented below are averaged over all sampled
figurations along the trajectories.

B. Self-consistent field method

The goal is to find an accurate description of thermo
namic, mechanical, and structural properties of lipid bila
membranes. The density of lipid molecules in the bilay
membranes is very high: packing effects have a large in
ence on the physical properties. This means that each
molecule interacts with many others. This is the ideal sit
tion for a mean-field theory to be reasonably accurate.
performance of the mean-field approach then relies on
accuracy by which the size and shape~chain architecture! of
the lipid molecules is represented. At the same time i
necessary to account for the short- and long-range inte
tions. For example, the two hydrophobic tails should pre
their own~apolar! environment over that of the water phas
The zwitter-ionic head group is expected to prefer the m
dium with high dielectric permittivity.

Here we use a molecular level SCF approach applying
discretization scheme of Scheutjens and Fleer@86–
90,107,108#. All essential details of the SCF calculations a
presented in a paper@109# where also an extensive discu
sion on the choices for the various parameters can be fo
At this point it suffices to mention that the molecules a
represented on a united atom level. The units~segments!
interact by nearest-neighbor contacts using Flory-Hugg
parameters. Electrostatic interactions are included on
level of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation@110,111#. Chain
conformations are described in a rotational isomeric s
model. Thecis double bonds are modeled by forcing a loc
gauche conformation in the chain. Water molecules are
sumed to form~local! clusters with variable size@109#. The
association constantK mimics the action of H bonds. Finally
it is necessary to allow for free volume in the system@109#.
At ambient pressure, the free volume is allowed to distrib
according to the interaction parameters used in the syste

The accurate self-consistent-field solution is generated
merically. Typically we obtain at least seven significant dig
for the densities in the system. The next step is to obtain
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grand potential, or equivalently the surface tension of
bilayer. If the surface tension is finite, we restart the com
tations with a new value of the number of lipids per un
area. Typically this procedure is repeated until the abso
value of the surface tension is less than 1025 ~in dimension-
less units!. Only results of tension-free bilayers are presen
below. Mechanical parameter of the bilayers, such as
membrane compressibility, the Helfrich parameters, etc.,
be computed@112,113#, but in this paper the structural prop
erties will be highlighted. Unlike primitive mean-field calcu
lations for surfactant systems, where the tails are grafte
some plane, we have no restrictions on the molecules. E
molecule is free to partition between the bulk and the me
brane. Indeed the concentration of free lipid molecules in
bulk is close to the critical micellization concentration for th
lipids under investigation.

III. RESULTS

In this paper the main focus points are the CuH bond-
order parameters, the bond orientation probability distrib
tion functions, and the root-mean-square values of the fl
tuations of the acyl carbons. These quantities are sensitiv
the degree of unsaturation in the chains.

A. CAH bond-order parameters

The CuH bond-order-parameter2SCH profiles, given by

SCH5~3,cos2bCH.21!/2, ~13!

are presented in Fig. 3. HerebCH is the angle between th
bond CuH and the bilayer normal. When the bond-ord
parameterS51, the bond is parallel to the bilayer norm
and whenS520.5, the bond is perpendicular to it. The in
verse is also true, i.e., if the bond is parallel to the bilay
normal, the order parameterS51, and if the bond is perpen
dicular to the bilayer normal, the order parameterS5
20.5. Furthermore, if the bond does not show any prefer
orientation, the order parameter is zero,S50. However, anS
that equals 0 does not necessarily mean that the bond o
tation distribution is full isotropic: a value of order paramet
S50 can result from different bond orientation distribution

In Fig. 4 the order-parameter profiles obtained by S
calculations are given for both tails of lipid molecules
these bilayers. The order parameter is easily computed in
SCF model from the information on the direction of th
bonds connected to the segment along the chain~for more
details of the SCF model, see Ref.@110#!. In this model, the
SCH(t) order parameter is unity when the bond between s
ments t21 and t is in the normal direction. When for al
molecules in the system this bond is in the plane of
bilayer, the order parameter is20.5. For a random distribu
tion, of course, a value of zero is found.

The 2SCH order-parameter profiles for both the saturat
and monounsaturated chains of 18:0/18:1 PC bilayer~Figs. 3
and 4! are in reasonable agreement with experimental val
@114#. The 2SCH order-parameter values of the doubl
bonded carbons of unsaturated chain of 18:1 significa
differ from one another, the shape of the calculated profile
9-6
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FIG. 3. The2SCH order parameter as a function of the carbon numbert of the lipid hydrocarbon chains of the bilayers~a! 18:0/18:1 PC
and~b! 18:0/22:6 PC at 303 K as determined from the MD simulations~see text!. In plot ~a! some experimental data for the deuterium ord
parameter,uSCDu, with the segment position in the region of the double bonds for the oleoyl chain~18:1!exp of bilayers of 16:0/18:1 PC is
given @114# ~at 300 K!. The arrows indicate the double-bond positions. The calculated2SCH values are averaged over the two CuH bonds
of CH2 groups. To calculate the profiles, the trajectory of 1018 ps was computed for 18:0/18:1 PC bilayer~the average area per molecule w
0.6134 nm2) and 1018 ps for 18:0/22:6 PC bilayer (0.6624 nm2).
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thecis double-bond region is quite similar to the experime
tal one. The dip in the order-parameter profile of 18:1 ch
near the region of double-bonded carbons was also obse
in other computer simulations with monounsaturated ac
@38–43,45–47,58–60# and mean-field calculations@57,91#.
Besides, it is significant to point to the fact that in the SC
calculations of SOPC bilayer the order in thesn-2 monoun-
saturated chain is a bit higher than in thesn-1 saturated
chain for the tail segmentst52 –5 ~Fig. 4!. This may be
attributed to the fact that thesn-2 chain has to ‘‘catch-up’’
with the sn-1 chain, because it starts at a slightly highez
coordinate. The same effect for carbons 2–5 ofsn-2 chain of
the bilayer 18:0/18:1 PC is found in the MD calculation
however, all the2SCH values in thesn-2 chain of the bilayer
18:0/22:6 PC are lower than those forsn-1 chain ~Fig. 3!.
Thus, even with a singlecis double bond in the lipid chain
the bond-ordering picture in the unsaturated bilayer diff
significantly from that of the saturated one. The ord
parameter profile of the saturated chain~18:0! exhibits a
‘‘plateau,’’ the order drops gradually to the chain end~de-
pending on specific conditions!. The average magnitud
(uSCHu)av of the CuH bond-order parameter of the hydro
carbon lipid chain of the bilayer given by
01190
-
n
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;

s
-

~ uSCHu!av5@1/~N22!# (
k52

N21

uSCHu, ~14!

whereN is the total number of the chain carbons (N518 or
22 for our lipid chains!, decreases when the chain unsatu
tion in the bilayer increases from one to six double bonds
the MD calculations for the PC bilayers, (uSCHu)av is equal to
0.223 for 18:1 chain and 0.053 for 22:6 chain. The cor
sponding values found by the SCF calculations are 0.
~18:1! and 0.099~22:6!, which are systematically slightly
higher. These results correspond nicely to our MD simu
tions with DG monolayers@47# in which the values (uSCHu)av
were 0.106 and 0.025 for the unsaturated chains in the mo
layers of 18:0/18:1v9cis DG and 18:0/22:6v3cis DG, re-
spectively@47# ~see also the bond-order-parameter profiles
Refs.@45,46#!.

The average order parameter of the 18:0 chains is hig
for the 18:0/18:1 lipid bilayer than for the the 18:0/22:6 b
layer as is clear from both the MD~Fig. 3! and SCF~Fig. 4!
results. This drop in the average order of the saturated c
correlates with the area per molecule in both cases. Abov
was shown that the area per molecule increases with incr
ing degree of unsaturation in the acyl chains. A large area
tions;
FIG. 4. Order-parameter profiles2SCH for both tails of the lipid molecules of SOPC and SDPC as determined from the SCF calcula
t is the segment number along the chain. The arrows indicate the positions of double bonds.
9-7
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FIG. 5. Histograms of several CuH bond-vector orientation distributionsrCH(bCH) of the chain 22:6 relative to the bilayer 18:0/22:6 P
normal;t56,7,8, and 9 are carbon numbers of the 22:6 chain. Each of the distributions contains 60 calculation points~MD simulations!. For
the eighth carbon, the anglebCH

max value (bCH
max corresponds to the maximum of the distribution! and the distribution widthdbCH ~full width

at half maximum! are indicated.
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molecule allows for more freedom for the chains to ad
various conformations other than the fully stretched one
must be understood, that in both models~SCF and MD! the
area per molecule is not an input parameter but a predic
of the calculations and thus this correlation is significant.

The profile of2SCH obtained in this work for the lipid
bilayer chain with six double bonds should be considered
a theoretical prediction~see also Refs.@47,48,52,56#! be-
cause, to our knowledge, experimental data on the or
parameter profile of the polyunsaturated 22:6 chain in bila
membranes is not available.

B. CAH bond orientation distribution functions

From the bond-order-parameter profiles~such as in Figs. 3
and 4!, it is impossible to determine the exact~unique! or-
dering picture of a particular bond, especially because
order parameterS of a given bond is not equal to 1 o
20.5. In the general case a bond orientation probability d
tribution functionrCH(bCH,cCH), where the anglesbCH and
cCH are the polar coordinates of the CuH bond vector with
respect to the bilayer normal (cCH is the angle in the bilaye
surface!, gives a much more detailed description of the C
vector ordering. LetbCH5b, cCH5c, then the bond distri-
bution function is defined as

rCH~bCH,cCH!5
exp@2U~b,c!/kBT#

E
0

pE
0

2p

exp@2U~b,c!/kBT#sinbdbdc

,

~15!

wherekB is Boltzmann constant,T is the temperature. Inte
gration over the anglecCH5c in the bilayer surface leads t
the orientational distributionrCH(bCH) given by

rCH~bCH!5

sinbE
0

2p

exp@2U~b,c!/kBT#dc

E
0

pE
0

2p

exp@2U~b,c!/kBT#sinbdbdc

.

~16!

In this work, the distributionsrCH(bCH) of all the CuH
bonds of saturated and unsaturated lipid hydrocarbon ch
of the two bilayers were calculated numerically by the M
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simulations. Since theSCH order parameter depends sole
on the anglebCH between the bond and the bilayer norm
only thebCH dependence of therCH distributions was inves-
tigated in this work, similar to those investigated previous
for DG monolayers@45–47# and for isolated hydrocarbon
chain molecules with respect to the molecule principal a
of inertia @77–80#. For the computation of the distributio
functions, the anglebCH in the range 0° –180° of each CuH
bond was divided into 60 sectors~j! of 3° each: 0° –3°,
3° –6°, . . . ,177° –180°, as was done in Refs.@45–47,77–
80#.

Both 0° and 180° mean parallel to the membrane norm
and 90° means parallel to the membrane surface. Then
percentage that the anglebCH appears to be in thej th sector
( j 51,2, . . . . . . ,60) wasrecorded. The final functions
rCH(bCH) of each CH2 group were found by averaging ove
the two CuH bonds in the group. The distributio
rCH(bCH) of the given bond was averaged over all the m
ecules in the two monolayers of the bilayer.

For completeness we present in Fig. 5 several distri
tions rCH(bCH) calculated for an acyl tail with six double
bonds, i.e., the 22:6 chain; the distributions for each CuH
bond of CH2 groups are shown separately. It is necessary
reduce the data for the subsequent discussion. To this en
therCH(bCH) distributions to theSCH parameters for the two
bilayers were analyzed in terms of the angle for whi
rCH(bCH) has its maximumbCH

max and the widthdbCH corre-
sponding to the difference in angle for the half heights of
distributionsrCH(bCH), i.e., full width at half maximum, as
was done in Refs.@45–47,77–80#. Some of the distributions
turned out to be ‘‘bimodal’’~such ast56,9 in Fig. 5!. The
peaks of the bimodal distributions are not fully separated
most cases the distribution curves are not ‘‘double-hum
waves’’ but contain a main peak and a small plateau reg
All the anglesbCH

max and widthsdbCH of the distributions of
the PC bilayers were calculated without considering the p
nomenon of bimodality: the anglesbCH

max refer to the main
peaks. The results of this reduction of the data are show
Fig. 6.

The values ofbCH
max and dbCH may be used to judge th

‘‘geometric’’ and ‘‘fluctuation’’ contributions to the2SCH
order parameter. Indeed, thedbCH values of the CuH bonds
of the double-bonded carbon atoms in the chain 18:1
9-8
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FIG. 6. MD computer simulations results for the calculated angle valuesbCH
max which correspond to the CuH bond-vector distribution

function maxima@rCH(bCH)#max of the lipid hydrocarbon chains of the 18:0/18:1 PC~a! and 18:0/22:6 PC~b! bilayers; The calculated
values of CuH bond-vector distribution function widthsdbCH which correspond to half heights@rCH(bCH

max)#/2 of the distributions
rCH(bCH), for the hydrocarbon chains of the lipid bilayers of 18:0/18:1 PC~c! and 18:0/22:6 PC~d!. The arrows indicate the double-bon
positions. Accuracy is within the symbol size.
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approximately equal@65.7° and 64.6° for carbons 9 and 1
Figs. 6~a!,~b!# but bCH

max5100.5° for carbon 9 and 52.5° fo
carbon 10 of 18:1-chain, Figs. 6~c!,~d!. Hence the values o
the differenceu90°2bCH

maxu are equal to 10.5° and 37.5° fo
carbons 9, 10, respectively. So the dip in the2SCH order-
parameter profile of the chain 18:1 in Fig. 3 is in this ca
due to a pure geometric effect. The same situation is
served, e.g., for carbons 4 and 5 in the 22:6 chain. On
other hand, an opposite example can also be given: in
22:6 chain the magnitude of the differenceu90°2bCH

maxu
53.0° and 4.5° for carbons 3 and 9, however,dbCH
578.9° and 121.1°, respectively. Figure 3 shows that
disparity in the2SCH values of carbons 3 and 9 in the 22
chain is significant. This is then due to a pure fluctuat
effect. Of course many ‘‘intermediate’’ cases are observ
From this it is clear that the order-parameter profile by its
cannot give such an information.

The most important result obtained in the investigation
bond orientation probability distribution functionsrCH(bCH)
seems to be the ‘‘broadening effect’’: the widthdbCH of the
distribution function of the CH2 groups located between th
cis double bonds in polyunsaturated 22:6 chain~Fig. 6, car-
bons 6, 9, 12, 15, 18! is higher than that for CuH bonds of
double-bonded carbons. This effect was first detected for
lated polyunsaturated hydrocarbon chains by Monte C
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simulations@77–80# and then for monolayers consisted
polyunsaturated molecules of DGs by MD simulations@45–
47#.

Let us consider the CuC bond order profiles for the two
bilayers. Figure 7 shows marked differences in theSCC order
parameter between odd and even running numbers for hy
carbon chains of the bilayers. The odd-even effect for sa
rated chains is well known: this is because the rotations
the CH2 groups about their local axes are anisotropic. T
difference in behavior and properties of unsaturated lipid
that theSCC order parameters of thecis double bond CvC in
18:1 and 22:6 chains are higher than those of adjacent si
CuC bonds~see also the profiles in Refs.@49–51#!.

C. RMS deviations of the acyl chain carbon positions

The root-mean-square values of the fluctuations of
acyl carbons of the 18:0/18:1 PC and 18:0/22:6 PC bilay
in ‘‘plane’’ ( xy), out of plane~in thez direction! and the sum
were obtained by the MD simulations and shown in Fig.
These fluctuations were calculated and averaged for e
chain carbon atom of each molecule in the bilayer. Figur
shows that the RMS fluctuations of the saturated and un
urated hydrocarbon chains of each bilayer have many sim
characteristics with the exception of the region of dou
the
FIG. 7. Order parameterSCC as a function of the bond numbern of the lipid hydrocarbon chains of the bilayers as determined from
MD simulations. The arrows indicate the double bonds.
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FIG. 8. Profiles of the root-mean-square values~RMS! of the positional fluctuations of the carbons of lipid hydrocarbon chains of
bilayers 18:0/18:1 PC and 18:0/22:6 PC as determined from the MD computer simulations~see text!. The in-plane RMSxy , the out-of-plane
RMSz , and the overall fluctuations RMSxyz. The arrows indicate the double-bond positions. The RMS values were obtained usin
trajectory of 1018 ps for 18:0/18:1 PC bilayer~the area per molecule was 0.6134 nm2) and 1018 ps for 18:0/22:6 PC bilayer (0.6624 nm2);
T5303 K.
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bonds. The difference in the profile of RMS values of th
region is significant, the fluctuations of the unsaturated ch
carbons are always higher than those of saturated one.
difference in the RMS fluctuations of the saturated 18:0 a
polyunsaturated 22:6 lipid tails in the bilayer 18:0/22:6 PC
more than that for 18:0 and 18:1 chains in the bilayer 18
18:1 PC. The RMS fluctuations of the carbons of the dou
bonds proved to be increased as compared to the adja
single-bonded carbons of the same chain. Also, the R
value increases from the lipid head towards the ends of
tails. This means that the conformational entropy of tail en
is higher than that of chain fragments near the glycerol ba
bone.

The fluctuations in thez direction, RMSz , of all carbons
in the chains are presented as a function of the averaz
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positions in Fig. 9. The MD simulations show that the av
agez positions of the end carbons of polyunsaturatedsn-2
chains of the first and the second monolayers of the bila
18:0/22:6 PC are well separated whereas those ofsn-1
chains are situated not far from each other in the center of
bilayer. In other words, it is the saturatedsn-1 chain that
binds the two monolayers to each other. This tail interdi
tates by way of conformational fluctuations into the oppos
monolayer. The polyunsaturated tail penetrates less into
opposite layer. Thus, thesn-1 andsn-2 tails do not have the
same function, e.g., with respect to the bilayer thickness c
trol. This effect has less significance in the bilayer 18:0/1
PC.

Figure 10 shows the averagez position of segment and th
RMS deviations from the averagez position calculated by
yers
r

FIG. 9. The root-mean-square values RMSz of the positional fluctuations of the carbons of lipid hydrocarbon chains of the bila
18:0/18:1 PC and 18:0/22:6 PC as a function of their averagez positions ~along the normal! as determined from the MD compute
simulations~see text!. Various numbers of the tail carbons are indicated.
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FIG. 10. SCF predictions for thez-component root-mean-square deviation of each segment of the two acyl chains and for the g
backbone units of the bilayers 18:0/18:1 PC and 18:0/22:6 PC plotted as a function of the average^z& position of these segments. Both th
RMS values and the averagez position are in units of the lattice sites ('0.2–0.3 nm). Thesn-1 tail is given by the open sphere, thesn-2
tail is given by the closed symbols. The glycerol backbone units are indicated by the open diamonds. Various numbers of the tail
are indicated and the arrows point to the positions of the double bonds.
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the SCF method for both the 18:0/18:1 PC and 18:0/22:6
bilayers. In this figure only one side of the bilayer is draw
and the bilayer center is exactly atz50; unlike in simula-
tions, the second monolayer is exactly identical to the o
shown. The segments with a low ranking number are n
the glycerol backbone, they have relatively high-averagz
positions~they are positioned on the outside of the bilay!
and the fluctuations are low. For segments with a high ra
ing number the opposite is true, they are on average p
tioned near the center of the bilayer and the fluctuations
high, much as for RMSz of MD results presented in Fig. 9
For low ranking numbers the SCF method indicates that
saturatedsn-1 chain has slightly more fluctuations and
systematically positioned slightly deeper into the bilay
~Fig. 10!. This correlates with the average positions and fl
tuations of the corresponding glycerol backbone units.
passing we note that for the middle glycerol backbone u
~ii ! the fluctuations are the lowest in the whole molecu
Furthermore, the fluctuations typically increase near thecis
double bond in the unsaturatedsn-2 chain, in accordance
with the result of the MD simulations~Fig. 9! but does not
increase as much for the segment just after the double b
We find that this result is natural because one of the poss
roles of lipid chain unsaturation is to disturb the order ins
the bilayer such that the membrane remains fluid. For
remainder of the chain the fluctuations ofsn-2 chain are
significantly higher than segments of thesn-1 chain posi-
tioned at the same mean position. In line with the MD
sults, thesn-2 chain does not penetrate as deep into
bilayer as the saturatedsn-1 chain. Indeed this is a dramat
effect with many potential implications. For example, t
average position of C11 of the sn-2 chain almost equals tha
of C10 of sn-1 ~of the 18:0/18:1 bilayer in Fig. 10!. The
unsaturated chain is more ordered fort,9 than for t.11.
Thus the double bond located in the positiont59 exerts
some disordering influence not only locally, on the region
C9uC10 of the chain, but on the remaining part of the cha
~for t.11) as well. The same effects are seen for the ch
with multiple double bonds. Indeed, although the 22:6 ch
is much longer than the 18:0 chain, the chain end of the 2
chain does not reach as far into the bilayer as the 18:0 ch
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Comparison between Figs. 9 and 10 shows that the S
calculations systematically show relatively large RMS valu
for thesn-1 chain. The RMS values increase more gradua
towards the chain ends in the SCF results than found in
MD simulations. As a result, the highest fluctuations found
the SCF calculations is for the chain end of the 18:0 cha
whereas in the MD simulations the unsaturated chain is fl
tuating most.

The RMS deviations of positions of the lipid atoms f
monounsaturated 16:0/18:1 PC bilayer were calculated
viously by MD simulation in the work@38#, and the RMS
values are relatively high for double-bonded carbons co
pared to the saturated chain. This increase was called
‘‘CvC effect’’ @38#. Mention should also be made of mea
field calculations in the work@91#. The opposite result is
represented in this work, i.e., the RMS deviation decrea
for the double-bonded carbons of the same monounsatur
16:0/18:1 PC bilayer@91#. It is difficult to discover the cause
of this discrepancy at this moment. The RMS fluctuations
saturated 16:0 and diunsaturated 18:2 chain carbons o
16:0/18:2 PC bilayer as a function of their mean positi
along the bilayer normal calculated by another MD simu
tion @54# revealed that the 18:2 chain segments had lar
fluctuations at the same height~z! than those of 16:0 chain
At the same time, the fluctuations of the unsaturated 1
chain segments as a function of the segment number pro
to be less than of the saturated~16:0! one @54#.

In summary, our MD calculations~Figs. 8 and 9! revealed
the RMS deviation increase~both RMS in plane and RMS
out of plane and RMS total! of the carbons of double-bon
regions for the two bilayers investigated, 18:0/18:1 PC a
18:0/22:6 PC, and the same is observed for the SCF mo
ing results~Fig. 10! and for the DG lipid bilayers, see Re
@52#.

IV. DISCUSSION

The MD simulation and the SCF modeling results provi
a wealth of detailed information on the structural propert
of the unsaturated bilayers. The obtained data point to
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physical properties that are characteristic for polyunsatura
lipid acyls. Some of the results confirm previously obtain
data and other results add to our knowledge.

All-atom MD simulation and the SCF modeling of th
hydrated unsaturated and polyunsaturated PC lipid bila
in the liquid-crystalline phase indicate that thecis double
bond strongly affects the local order in the bilayer.
accordance to experimental findings, the2SCH order-
parameter profile shows a pronounced dip near the do
bond. Multiple methylene-interrupted double bonds of t
chain reduce the2SCH order-parameter values along most
the chain. The order parameters forSCC of single CuC
bonds next to thecis double bond in the unsaturated cha
are lower than those for the double bonds CvC, and for the
single bonds CuC at the same position along the satura
acyl chains.

A CvC effect for the root-mean-square values of t
positional fluctuations of the carbons, and a broadening
fect for angular fluctuations of CuH bonds of CH2 groups
in the unsaturated PC bilayers are detected. It is evident
high orientation fluctuations of CuH bonds~which are char-
acterized by the orientation distribution function wid
dbCH) of CH2 group located between thecis double bonds in
polyunsaturated chains with respect to the bilayer nor
~i.e., the broadening effect! should be connected with hig
spatial fluctuations of the adjacent double-bonded carb
~i.e., with the CvC effect; the latter for the PC bilayers
similar to that of the DG bilayers@52#!. The broadening ef-
fect and the order parameters for the PC bilayers are
agreement with the results of our MD calculations of t
CuH bond orientation distribution functions and order p
rameters with respect to the normal of unsaturated
monolayers@45–47# and DG bilayers@52#.

The bond-order parameters and orientation distribut
characteristics of the chains in the lipid monolayer and
layer ‘‘liquid’’ regions, as found in experiments and in MD
computer simulation models@45–47,52#, are qualitatively
similar to the intramolecular order parameters and the
tramolecular bond orientation distributions in single unp
turbed @100# unsaturated hydrocarbon chains previously
vestigated by the Monte Carlo simulations@77–80#. This
indicates that the behavior of the acyl chains in the liq
region of lipid bilayers ~somewhat remote from th
membrane-water interface! is dominated by the intramolecu
lar short-range interactions because unperturbed hydroca
chain properties are fully defined by the short-range inter
tion energy@100#. The long-range interactions of the se
ments of the lipids in this region of the bilayer and the int
actions with the bilayer-water interface may be considered
a disturbance: the intermolecular interactions are larg
used to orient the lipid molecules in the direction of t
membrane normal.

All the investigations carried out by the MD and SC
approach prove that the ordering picture in the unsatura
lipid bilayers is quite complex. Many different details a
observed depending on specific conditions—area per m
ecule, pressure, temperature etc. At the same time the m
qualitatively characteristic features of the profiles
2SCH, SCC, bCH

max, dbCH, RMS deviations of atoms for a
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given acyl chain of the bilayer are together highly charact
istic for the level of unsaturation, they are like fingerprin
pointing one to one to the details of the unsaturation alo
the chain. In other words, a close relationship between
investigated characteristics~order parameters, fluctuation
etc.! and the structure of the chains is elucidated. The nu
ber of the chain carbons, the number ofcis double bonds and
their position in the chain determine principally the prope
ties calculated: they are similar both for the bilayers of P
DG, and the DG monolayers.

After the submission of this manuscript a combined NM
and MD simulation work@115# on 16:0/22:6v3cis PC bi-
layer, and a combined quantum mechanical, empirical fo
field calculation and MD simulation work@116# on
18:0/22:6v3cis PC bilayer were published. The orde
parameter profiles obtained for 22:6v3cis chains are in line
with the MD simulations of the present work and those
Refs. @47,48,52,56#. The findings discussed in the prese
work occur also in the unsaturated lipid bilayers with 2,
and 4cis double bonds in the chains@117#.

The understanding of the molecular basis of the phys
properties of the lipids allows one to narrow down the list
hypotheses under consideration about the possible func
of various acyls in lipid membranes. The data obtained
this work substantiated the broadening effect and elucida
high spatial fluctuations of the adjacent double-bonded c
bons. So the flexibility of polyunsaturated chains is not on
high on the whole@71–74# but is also evenly distributed
along the chain. This is a considerable evidence in favo
our concepts@21,68,71,72,74# because the flexibility of the
chain molecule which is high along the chain gives a gain
the energy of the lipid-protein interactions at the cont
~boundary! surface of the lipid and protein molecules.

The MD results have given guidelines to design a sign
cantly better parameter set for the SCF calculations. For
improved parametrization the SCF results show qualitativ
the same effects of unsaturation on the local order in
bilayers. The MD results show that the computationally e
cient and approximate SCF theory gives a less detailed,
nevertheless consistent, picture of the bilayers. The S
theory can successfully reproduce single-chain properties
cause of the above-mentioned importance of the intram
lecular short-range interactions. Even the subtle effects
chain unsaturation are recognized. This observation is
evant because the SCF analysis may be used to help un
stand the influence of molecular structure in relation to
bilayer properties, as this method may give direct acces
thermodynamic and mechanical@112,113# properties of these
layers. This in turn may be important to understand~predict!
membrane properties on much longer length scales, i.e.,
100 nm.
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